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HOPE
Hope is the food that the desperate need,
Hope is the person that may mislead,

’

Hope is the enemy that won t let you give in,
Hope is the friend that will not let you sin,
Yet hope declares all worthy of Love,
It is the persuasion, the delicate shove,
Hope is an enemy,
Hope is a friend,
Hope is the light that has no end.

@HFCSWaltham

Amelia's poem fits
perfectly with
Children's mental
health week & LGBTQ
History month.
Full poem on page 17
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HEADTEACHER'S MESSAGE
Quotation of the week
"Homosexual people have a right to be in a family. They
are children of God and have a right to a family. Nobody
should be thrown out or made miserable over it.”
Pope Francis speaking in October 2020.
LGBTQ History Month
We are clear that we want Holy Family to be an inclusive
Catholic school where everybody is made to feel
welcome. We believe that we are all created in God’s
likeness and image and that He is pleased with what He
has created. We want to create a school environment
where everyone is comfortable to be themselves and
where we not only do not tolerate prejudice and
discrimination but actively challenge it and act against it.
In this month when we celebrate LGBTQ History we
acknowledge the past failings of our society and we
teach students about the contribution of the LGBTQ
community in terms of history that has often been
ignored or forgotten. We actively promote an
understanding of the value and beauty of diversity and of
our role as Catholics people in making sure that
everyone is treated as the child of God that they are.
The Catholic Church is changing and increasingly clergy
are recognising their responsibility to care for the
pastoral needs of those from LGBTQ communities. Pope
Francis has given a clear direction that he wants to see a
strong emphasis on an inclusive church. In October 2020
he was quoted in a film about his life and work as saying
that "homosexual people have a right to be in a family.
They are children of God and have a right to a family.
Nobody should be thrown out or made miserable over it.”
He is also shown in the film encouraging a gay couple to
bring their three children to church each week. We draw
strength and inspiration from the example of our Pope in
this regard.
You will find other examples of resources about LGBTQ
equality elsewhere in this week’s edition of Family
Matters. I know some people may find these challenging
but we are making a clear statement to everyone in our
community that we stand for equality, inclusion and
diversity and want to be part of a school community that
recognises and promotes that ethos.

Mental Health Week
The pandemic has had a negative effect on many
people’s mental health. All of us sometimes feel a bit
down or a bit lonely, or not at our best but when these
natural feelings turn into something more long-term then
it is time to get help. Many of us have suffered with
depressive illnesses for periods of our lives. Sometimes
we are helped by medication, sometimes we are helped
by talking therapies. Sometimes we manage to self-help
our way through these periods through talking to friends,
trying to look after our bodies and minds by eating well
and getting regular exercise and keeping to a routine.
However, this is not always enough. Assuming that a
person experiencing a period of mental ill-health can just
work through things and get better, or even ‘pull
themselves together and snap out of it’ is wrong, at best
misguided and at worst very damaging. Our whole school
assembly this week focused on mental health and the
importance of understanding what it is, how to try to
maintain good mental health and how to support those
who are struggling with their mental well-being.
There are lots of sources of support for mental health and
wellbeing. One particular useful resource for young
people is a site called Kooth (https://www.kooth.com/).
The Borough of Waltham Forest has purchased the
Kooth services so that all young people in our secondary
schools can access their services. More than 1500 young
people in the bough did so in the past 12 months and it is
well worth looking at this resource which can provide help
and advice and also on-line counselling services. If you
are worried about your son/daughter’s mental health and
would like to speak to us about it then please do get in
touch with us.
Parents’ surgery
Parents’ surgery is currently a remote service. If you
would like to speak to me please contact the office on
either site and they will let me know that you would like
me to call you on Thursday afternoon between 4pm and
5pm. You can also email me directly at anytime on
a.stone@holyfamily.waltham.sch.uk

Please continue to remember
us in your prayers.
With best wishes
Dr Stone Headteacher

HEADTEACHER'S MESSAGE

This week we are sad to say goodbye to long-serving member of
staff Mrs McGeehan. Mrs McGeehan has been a stalwart of the
office staff on the Wiseman site for many years.
She joined Holy Family in November of 2006 so has worked here for
more than 14 years. During that time she must have had contact
with many hundreds of Holy Family students and their families. She
has also held the important role of one our first aid trained staff. In
this role she's attended to many students who have been unwell or
injured themselves running around at breaktime or in PE lessons
and the students have always appreciated her kind and caring
manner.
We will all miss you Mrs McGeehan and wish you well in the next
stage of your life!
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HEADTEACHER'S

COMMENDATIONS
We have a good number of commendations again this week.

First off, nominated by Mrs Gaynor, the students who presented feedback to the Senior Leadership
Team last week on remote learning. They are:

Yr 13: Marcelina Kucharska and Chloe Contaldo
Yr 12: Gabriel Lagrata and Jennifer Ganesharajah,
Yr 11: Vira Vitev and Paul Dimen,
Yr 10: John Shotikare and Lora Baranovska,
Yr 9: Giulia Distefano and Aleesha Loates,
Yr 8: Alexandra Gince and Chikanyima Igboama and in
Yr 7: Emily Gromska-Seedin, Arunnya Suthash and Oskar Toczek.
We also have commendations this week from Ms St-Aimee in the modern languages department for
the following students for their outstanding engagement and work in their online language lessons.
They are:

Esther Maria Annobil, Dilucshy Bashkaran, Princess Belo, Adam Cassamally, Arnold Cyril,
Paul Dimen, Sebastian El-Homsi, Steven Figueroa-Cortes, Robbie Itoko, Nikita Korjagin,
Caspian Lee, Maeve-Anne Luces, Milka Magnus, Brenda Mana, Chantelle Murchison, Shanee
O'Garo, Melissa Ocampo Marin, Rihanah Olatomirin, Louise Osei-Biney, Josh Dylan
Villanueva and Vira Vitiv.
Also in Modern Languages we have nominations for the following Yr 8 students from Mrs Sheikh
Oomar who commends their absolutely amazing hard work in French lessons online, their active
participation in lessons and the quality of work they have been submitting. They are:

Abhishan Athiraiyan, Julia Matajek, Vanessa Pallan, Luke Pemberton, Zuzanna Brodowska,
Zuzanna Piasek, Miracle Sossouvi, Jessica Emmanuel, Jaida Foucher and Kethusan
Arulmohan.
Finally this week we have nominations from Mr Myers in the English Department for:

Devonte Bokor
in year 8 for his excellent attitude in lessons and always trying his hardest.

Zack Dela Kwame,
in year 7 for consistently outstanding work and excellent attitude and contribution and for

Jack William,
also in year 7 for his outstanding effort and contribution in online lessons.
Very well done to everyone. We have so many examples each week of outstanding application and
resilience in the face of our current challenges which is great to see.

SOCIAL MEDIA
CATCHUP
@hfcswaltham

@hfcswaltham

Chaplaincy Corner

Continuing the theme of ASPIRE, this week we’re looking at “independence”. While the
pandemic may leave us feeling out of control, a great way to combat this is to focus on
things we can control. For many students, they will be studying independently for maybe
the first time.
Take responsibility for your learning and health. Be ready to
start your learning day, know your timetable, remember your
log ins!
Don’t forget to keep active, chat to people. Have a snack (and
clear up afterwards).
Take this a perfect opportunity to organise and declutter your
living space, and enjoy the sense of satisfaction you get when it
is done.
Lord, help me to use my time constructively and with love this day. Amen
Monday 8 February is the Feast Day of St Josephine Bakhita.
Josephine Bakhita, born in 1869, was a Sudanese-born former slave who became a
Canossian nun in Italy, living and working there for 45 years.
She died in 1947, and in 2000, she became the first African woman to be canonised in
modern times. She is the first person to be canonised from Sudan and is the patron saint of
Sudan and South Sudan.
Saint Josephine Bakhita,
You remained strong and brave through years of cruelty and abuse.
You did not become bitter,
but used your knowledge and experience in helping to prepare Sisters
who were going to work in Africa.
Your gentle manner brought peace and strength to all.
Help us to have courage when times are hard;
help us to be strong and supportive to anyone in need;
help us always to remain close, as you were, to Jesus,
and show his love to all.
Amen ©CAFOD

Stay safe - Mrs. Grierson, Chaplain

TIPS FOR

WELLBEING
This week Mrs Cole & NELFT tell us:

YEAR 8
⭐David S - Excellent work in Spanish, completing all the SENECA
work long before the due date
⭐Alani - Making positive contributions to online Spanish lessons,
and helping out the teacher. Gracias!
⭐Elliot - Outstanding reading of his "Journey to the Centre of the
Earth" work to the class
⭐Gabriel - Excellent effort and work on plate boundaries in
Geography
⭐Milanne - Brilliant contributions and participation in online
lessons
⭐George - Excellent contributions to online lessons
⭐Anabel - Most tasks completed on ActivLearn
⭐Duncan - Brilliant effort in classwork and homework in Spanish!
⭐Keenan - Great contributions to Spanish lessons. Gracias!
⭐Jessica - Excellent work on "the digestive system" which was
published in Family Matters
⭐Vanessa - Outstanding answer on the different types of plate
boundaries in Geography
⭐Zuzanna P - Always trying her best, and producing an excellent
piece of work on "the digestive system" which was published in
Family Matters
⭐Maria Benke - Excellent use of language in History
⭐Aaliyah - Excellent effort in both classwork and homework in
Spanish
⭐Trish - Excellent work on "the digestive system", which was
published in Family Matters
⭐Chikanyima - Brilliant contributions and participation in online
lessons
⭐David B - Great engagement with online tasks
⭐Dilara - Brilliant contributions and participation in online
lessons
⭐Baranitharan - Brilliant effort in classwork and homework in
Spanish!
⭐Andrew - Excellent effort and participation in Ms Alderson's
lessons

YEAR 8
How taiwanese culture affects communication and behaviour?
Wylma Mwanza 8I
Communication is a technique through which information is transmitted from one
person to the other. It can be in many forms including spoken words, written
messages as well as actions. In terms of actions, communication can be in different
situations and can be through giving gifts, body language, facial expressions, and
other actions that may convey unspoken or unwritten meaning.
Taiwanese culture has an impact on both cultural and intercultural communication.
The country is composed of a diversity of cultures and all these interact with each
other on a daily basis at different levels because the communication among the
taiwanese is highly dependent on the culture and this is based on the individual’s
social norms, beliefs and how they act. Furthermore many languages are spoken in
Taiwan: the dominant language is Mandarin Chinese, but Japanese, English and the
native languages of Holo and Haka are spoken.
This means many people are multilingual and therefore communication has to adapt
and respond to this. The most popular phrase after greeting someone is, “Have you
eaten?” as the idea of hospitality and gift giving is central to the predominant
Taiwanese majorities’ Confucius beliefs. Read more about Taiwan here:
https://www.commisceo-global.com/resources/country-guides/taiwan-guide

Sports Corner with George Uzoma 8IG
As we all know 4 weeks ago marked the Start of the new year. This new year is 2021 and we
are all hoping for a better year than last year and for a fresh start with new people.
Dennis Bergkamp
Dennis Bergkamp a dutch footballer was having poor two seasons at Inter milan and things
weren’t really working out. In 1995 Arsenal F.C. were interested in Bergkamp and signed him
for £7.5 million. Dennis Bergkamp ended the season with 33 appearances and 11 goals. The
next season he scored 14 goals. The following season Bergkamp and his strike partner Ian
Wright guided Arsenal to the Premier league scoring 22 goals in 40 appearances. In 2006
when Dennis Retired he had scored a total of 120 goals from 423 appearances The moral of
this story is to not give up even though you're not doing necessarily well you should never
give up and if possible you can change your environment and try working on yourself to be
the best version of you.
Josep (Pep) Guardiola
In 2006 Barcelona Legend Pep Guardiola retired after a 16 year career: Pep wanted to get into
managing and was offered a job at Barcelona B team in 2007 and in 2008 he was offered a job
at managing his boyhood club and his playing career team which he spent 17 years
at(including academy). He was appointed in May 2008 and promoted future stars Sergio
Busquets and Pedro Rodriguez. He made Barcelona a top team and invented a beautiful style
of football called ‘Tiki Taka’ he won 3 la ligas, 2 champions leagues and 2 fifa club world
cups. To the whole world's surprise in 2013 he decided to leave the club after saying he was
tired of Barcelona. He was announced to be the successor at Bayern Munich which people
thought was a step down from the bundesliga. This didn’t stop him from succeeding; he won 3
bundesliga's(german league), a super cup and a Fifa club world cup. The Moral of this story is
you should always push yourself however to be prepared to take risks as life wouldn’t be
that easy. You should always keep trying no matter how many risks are taken or even if it
makes you come out of your comfort zone and if you make mistakes keep going as it is just
part of life.
Thanks for reading, stay safe and God Bless.

YEAR 8

Outstanding work

As an investigative scientist who is always willing to find out more about the earth
and its mysteries I have invented a mechanism to help me fulfill my quest towards
the inner core of the Earth. My own machinery is capable of amongst others,
withstanding the harsh temperatures underneath the crust and... let me tell you, I
just returned home from a life changing experience.
After nights and days of hard work, the effort finally paid off into a non
conceivable response to my well developed machine I built, to accomplish my mission.
Starting my machine, hoping it's as good as it looks, I pictured my journey in my head,
and I knew it wouldn't be easy. As I was making my way, igneous rocks were
crunching around me and as a scientist I knew it was a sign that I was nearly to the
mantle. Impressed about how far I got, I looked back, not wanting to give up because I
was determined, I wanted to reach my destination. Hot rocks hitting my machine, it
didn't really bother me because as I already said my “developed” machine was sound
proof on the inside. Drilling my way through the mantle entering the hardest bit to
get through, getting through the magma is a difficult challenge to overcome. To get
through this unpleasant situation you would need a cover to prevent the magma
from blocking your view. finally reaching the outer core, minutes away from my
goal.
Once again drilling through rocks and finally, I opened my way to the inner core.
As much as I wanted to be very happy I still haven't finished. Reaching out trying to
grab one of the most unique rocks and a sample of the lava. Rapidly I started making
my way to the surface happily. As I reached the surface I had no time for fun..
Instead I investigated my goods.
To conclude I would say that the hardest bit to get to the inner core is passing the
magma as you would need something that would make your eyesight better to see
through the burning hot liquid. In addition what you should be expecting is
obstacles such as rocks, flying towards you, so be ready. As a recommendation I
would suggest better protection for my machine since there would be rocks flying
my way, I would also suggest a better protection blanket so I would see better than I
did in my last trip.
Tiago Pires Dos Santos 8S

Milanne Fernando 8E
&
Katie Sheridan 8A

YEAR 10 - CAREERS

HISTORY

To start off LGBTQ History month students have been looking
at the question: "Was the Catholic Church a place of
affirmation, tolerance or discrimination for gay people?"
Exploring historical ideas throughout the centuries and
discovering how the Church has changed its views over time.

ENGLISH

Hope
by Amelia Szwedo-Bielicki 10S

Hope is the food that the desperate need,
Hope is the person that may mislead,
Hope is the enemy that won’t let you give in,
Hope is the friend that will not let you sin,
Yet hope declares all worthy of Love,
It is the persuasion, the delicate shove,
Hope is an enemy,
Hope is a friend,
Hope is the light that has no end.
Hope can travel through countries, through all,
Hope can have all empires fall,
Hope shatters the darkness inside,
Hope has no lever, it will not abide,
It has always been the master of fear,
Clouding some emotions, yet making most clear,
Hope is an enemy,
Hope is a friend,
Hope is the light that has no end.
Hope is the being with no seen limit,
Hope gives people life, the food of their spirit,
Hope is the fighter that won’t let it just end,
Hope continues until the broken shall mend,
Hope is quite a dangerous thing,
Declaring all good the future will bring,
It is a mechanism, to wish and to Hope,
An adaptation, when trying to cope,
Hope is an enemy,
Hope is a friend,
Hope has yet to be seen reaching its end.

D&T ASSEMBLED

Year 7 have been looking at different types of bread, fleece,
whats in sugary drinks & branding. Year 8 have been
learning how to use heat transfer paints with a heat press
and designing packaging & logos. Year 10 have been
honing their Sketchup skills for their design ideas.

MFL

Well done to the following students who
have put in the most hours on
Seneca and Active Learn as well as
producing excellent work!

Magdalena K., William S.,
Elizabet P., Maja M., Melihia S.,
Brooke P., Chelsy S., Milanne F.,
Genoa S., Wylma M., Anabel C.,
Mariya L., Dilara G., Arjun T.,
Julienne A.

Jaina G., Kacper B., Jayden A.,
Anabel C., Dilara G., Dylan D.,
Andrew D., Chelsy S., Genoa S.,
Isabella C., Jonathan M.,
Gabriel O., Milanne F., Brooke P.,
Tharun Y., Arjun T., Milena S.,
Nevin R., Kelvin W., Gabrielus J.,
Jackie C., Emilia B., Julienne A.

Denis E., Sarah S., Romani S.,
Alyssia J., Maria S., Maria B.,
Raya H., Eva C., Rory O’C.,
Crystal M. , Tania R-B., Tahalia M.,
Neriah-Jane O., Gabriele R.,
Maria F P.

Jaylan H., Natalia M., Joshua M.,
Oscar N., Kaylen R., Javel S.,
Sarah S., Daniela A., Kacper C.,
Maria F. P. , Tahalia M.,
Gabriele R., Titas A., Raya H.,
John V., Chanttel Y.

CAREERS CORNER

There are many more virtual
experience opportunities on the
Speakers for Schools website or
contact Mr Fidegnon for more info.

SUCCESSFUL PLACEMENTS
Congratulations to the following students who have been accepted onto
Virtual Work Experience placements:

Angelina Martin - NHS
Shobi Hippolyte - BMJV

CAREERS CORNER
The SFS Virtual Talks programme allows speakers to remotely connect with
students in classrooms and share their unique insights and advice with young
people.

Join 10 minutes before the
broadcast to be ready
Learn how to join a VTALK here:

Sixth Form Leavers 2020 Destinations

